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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2024 Grand Design Influence 3503GK, Grand Design Influence fifth wheel
3503GK highlights: Private Bedroom Fireplace Kitchen Island Free Standing
Dinette Pass-Through Storage A perfect couples coach featuring triple slides and
a tri-fold sofa just in case you want to have overnight guests! You will love the
spacious interior thanks to the dual opposing slides in the main living and kitchen
area. Here you will find a kitchen island in the center and plenty of seating with a
free standing dinette, theater seating for movie night opposite the fireplace and
entertainment center, as well as a tri-fold sofa. The kitchen offers all of the
amenities just like home, a 16 cu. ft. 12-volt refrigerator for your perishables, and
a pantry and hutch nearby for dry goods and dishes. There is even a pet dish
under the refrigerator for your furry friends. The center island offers added
counter space and a sink for dishes and prep work. Head up the steps to your
private front bedroom with queen bed slide, and bathroom with dual entry. You
even have washer/dryer prep in case you wish to add the units and enjoy even
more at-home conveniences! Any Grand Design Influence fifth wheel features
five-sided aluminum cage construction with a walk-on roof and a fully enclosed
underbelly with heated tanks and storage for all weather camping. For peace of
mind, the MORryde CRE3000 Suspension system and ABS braking system will
provide safe and smooth towing, and the 101" widebody construction offers all
the room you need and that is before multiple slides are fully engaged. You will
appreciate the keyed alike locks, slam-latch baggage doors with magnetic door
catches, exterior security light, and solid surface entry steps. On the inside,
Congoleum flooring, premium roller shades for privacy, a hallway handrail for
safety, and nightstands with USB ports to keep all of your electronics fully
charged. You will also love the On Demand tankless water heater when
showering, plus the added heat and ambiance from an electric fireplace, and so
much more!
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 92880
VIN Number: 573FS3829RAA18365
Condition: New
Length: 38
GVW: 16800
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Byron, Georgia, United States
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